### BS EN CBR mould accessories

#### Filter Papers 150mm Dia Equivalent to Whatman No 1. Box of 100.

- **Code:** 24-9220
- **Attributes:**
  - Description: Filter paper - 150 mm diameter
  - Note: Box of 100
  - Weight, kg: 0.2
- **Standards:** EN 13286-4, BS 1377-4, BS 1924-2

#### Cbr Cutting Collar with Area Ratio of 21.9% to Fit BS Moulds.

- **Code:** 24-9206
- **Attributes:**
  - Description: CBR cutting collar
  - Note: To fit mould body, with a cutting edge to enable undisturbed samples to be taken from the field
  - Weight, kg: 1.4
- **Standards:** EN 13286-4, BS 1377-4, BS 1924-2

#### BS Extension Collar

- **Code:** 24-9200
- **Attributes:**
  - Description: CBR extension collar
  - Note: To fit to mould body
  - Weight, kg: 1.85
  - Base Plate: Solid
- **Standards:** EN 13286-4, BS 1377-4, BS 1924-2

#### BS Perforated Base Plate.

- **Code:** 24-9202
- **Attributes:**
  - Description: Perforated base plate
  - Note: To fit to mould body for swell tests
  - Weight, kg: 1.8
- **Standards:** EN 13286-4, BS 1377-4, BS 1924-2

#### Static Compaction Plug.

- **Code:** 24-9212
- **Attributes:**
  - Description: Static compaction plug
  - Note: Steel, 150 mm dia x 51 mm depth. Complete with removable handle
  - Weight, kg: 7.3
- **Standards:** EN 13286-4, BS 1377-4, BS 1924-2

#### Base Plate Tool for BS Mould

- **Code:** 24-9210
- **Attributes:**
  - Description: Base plate tool
  - Note: To fit into base plate to assist removal from mould body
  - Weight, kg: 0.7
- **Standards:** EN 13286-4, BS 1377-4, BS 1924-2
C-Spanner for BS Cbr Mould. Two Required.
Code: 24-9208
Attributes: Description = C-spanner for CBR mould, Note = To fit mould body and collars, Weight, kg = 1.7
Standards: BS 1377-4, BS 1924-2, EN 13286-4

BS Solid Base or Top Plate
Code: 24-9204
Attributes: Description = BS CBR solid base, Note = To fit to mould body, Weight, kg = 2.5, Base Plate = Solid
Standards: EN 13286-4, BS 1377-4, BS 1924-2

2Kg Split Surcharge Weight.
Code: 24-9216
Attributes: Description = 2 kg split surcharge weight, Weight, kg = 2
Standards: EN 13286-4, BS 1377-4, BS 1924-2

2Kg Annular Surcharge Weight
Code: 24-9214
Attributes: Description = 2 kg annular surcharge weight, Weight, kg = 2
Standards: EN 13286-4, BS 1377-4, BS 1924-2